‘BE A PART OF THE SOLUTION NOT A

PART OF THE POLLUTION'

River population can pose a serious threat to
both the environment and the human health.
Continuous rever population can disrupt the
ecological balance and led to the loss of
biodiversity.River pollution is thus a critical
problem .

On 28th March,2022 ,there was an organisation
UNPLASTIC MAHANANDA CLEANATION with
Mr Erik Solheim: The Sixth UN Environment
Executive Director and Under-SecretaryGeneral of the United Nations.
There were , NCC cadets from 16BN battalion ,
many soldiers and few NGOs taking initiative as
a responsible citizens .
This drive not only encouraged us to keep our
mother earth clean and safe but also this
brought all of together.
“Aao Hum sab chale ,
Mahananda safai karne”
This was said by Mr Erik Solheim who was
leading the entire program , it was very nice of
him that he took such a big initiative for our
mother land , which is a huge thing .

We reached there at sharp 10am after
reaching we registered ourself in the program
process which was compalsary .
They gave us 10+ black polithin and few gloves
after that we divided into small groups and
started Cleaning the area.
May be this is a small thing for others but it’s a
big deal for me as I feel, I took one step close
towards building a responsible cdt Sakshi
kepchaki.
After cleaning the area Mr Erik came to us he
appreciated our work and spoke few strong
lines which inspired us and gave a light of
knowledge.
If the waste can’t be reduce ,reuse ,repaired ,
rebuild ,resold , recycle or composed ,then it
should be restricted or removed from our daily
used product.

In the conclusion I just want to say that it’s on
our hand how we want to picture or build our
earth for our future generations , lets not
change the earth but let’s change our mind
towards our earth because our earth is
beautiful but not our mind.

